Furious Activity vs. Understanding: How Much Expertise Is Needed to Evaluate Creative Work?
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What is the role of expertise in evaluating creative products? Novices and experts do not assess creativity similarly, indicating domain-specific knowledge’s role in judging creativity. We describe two studies that examined how “quasi-experts” (people who have more experience in a domain than novices but also lack recognized standing as experts) compared with novices and experts in rating creative work. In Study 1, we compared different types of quasi-experts with novices and experts in rating short stories. In Study 2, we compared experts, quasi-experts, and novices in evaluating an engineering product (a mousetrap design). Quasi-experts (regardless of type) seemed to be appropriate raters for short stories, yet results were mixed for the engineer quasi-experts. Some domains may require more expertise than others to properly evaluate creative work.
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Furious activity is no substitute for understanding.  
—H. H. Williams

Popular and critical tastes in the arts occasionally align (such as in the hit movie Avatar; Cameron, 2009), but more often are in opposition. For example, actors who have won the People’s Choice Awards include Adam Sandler, Kate Hudson, Vince Vaughn, and other stars unlikely to impress film critics. In contrast, past acting winners of the National Board of Review Awards include Lesley Manville, Jackie Weaver, Emile Hirsch, and other acclaimed but comparatively obscure thespians.

One reason for this discrepancy is the different levels of expertise needed for evaluating creative products. For example, the movie critics who vote on the National Board of Review Awards (and the industry members who vote on the Academy Awards) have a much higher level of expertise than the average layperson. Both the critics and the professionals have spent years either making or evaluating movies, comparable to the 10 years of deliberate practice needed to make a substantial contribution to a field (Ericsson, Roring, & Nandagopal, 2007). Most laypeople, however, are novices. Somewhere in the middle are “quasi-experts.” We define quasi-experts as individuals with more experience in a given domain than novices, but who do not have a recognized standing as experts. In the domain of movies, they might include amateur movie buffs or people in the film industry who might be more removed from actual filmmaking (i.e., gaffers).

Plucker, Holden, and Neustadter (2008) compared movie reviews from professional critics (experts) to scores on user-driven websites such as the International Movie Database (IMDb.com); these raters could be considered quasi-experts. Plucker, Kaufman, Temple, and Qian (2009) extended the original study with a group of college students with no particular experience with film. The critics showed the strongest reliability, followed by IMDb users, and then the students. The IMDb users were highly correlated with both students (.65) and critics (.72). However, the correlation between critics and students was notably lower (.43).

The question of how expert, quasi-expert, and novice aesthetic judgments are related goes far beyond film, of course. There are also important implications for creativity. For example, extensive work has looked at differences in actual creative performance and problem solving. Some research has examined the actual creative process (e.g., Voss, Wolfe, Lawrence, & Engle, 1991), whereas other studies have investigated the relationship between expertise...
and rigidity in problem solving (e.g., Bilalić, McLeod, & Gobet, 2008; Schooler & Melcher, 1995).

The impact of expertise on a person’s reaction to a creative product has been less frequently examined. In one classic paper, Hull, Tessner, and Diamond (1978) studied the ages of both early accepters and continued rejecters of Darwin’s theory of evolution as proposed in The Origin of Species (1859). Based on these results, they proposed Planck’s principle, which argues that younger scientists are more likely to accept new ideas than older scientists (a subsequent study, however, found contradictory results; see Levin, Stephan, & Walker, 1995).

Another way of approaching this issue is to look at creativity assessment. One common way to measure creativity is to ask raters to evaluate actual creative work. Initially called “aesthetic judgment” and emphasizing the arts, this work initially started nearly 100 years ago (Cattell, Glascow, & Washburn, 1918; Child, 1962). More recently, Amabile (1982, 1996) established specific guidelines for using raters to evaluate creativity, which she dubbed the consensus assessment technique (CAT). The CAT is typically used for artistic efforts, including collages (Amabile, 1996; Hennessey, Kim, Guomin, & Wiwe, 2008), short stories and poetry (Baer, Kaufman, & Gentile, 2004; Baer, Kaufman, & Riggs, 2009; Kaufman, Gentile, & Baer, 2005), photo captions (Kaufman, Lee, Baer, & Lee, 2007), photographic essays (Dollinger, 2007), designs (Haller, Courvoisier, & Cropley, 2010), dramatic performances (Myford, 1989), and music compositions (Hickey, 2001).

It is less common to apply the CAT to nonartistic work, although there have been several studies demonstrating its effectiveness in such domains as writing mathematical problems and equations (Baer, 1994), inventions (Cropley & Kaufman, 2012), responding to science-based questions about an animal’s habitat (Kaufman, Evans, & Baer, 2010), or solving everyday problems (Reiter-Palmon, Mumford, Boes, & Runco, 1997). Conceivably, the CAT could be used on any type of creative product.

According to the CAT, creative work should be assessed by experts. The question of what type of expert should be used is its own debatable topic. Conceivable experts for judging high school poetry could include professional poets, creative writing teachers, literary journal editors, and perhaps even experienced English teachers or creativity researchers. Most research has found that different types of experts have solid-to-strong intrarater reliability (Amabile, 1996; Baer et al., 2004; Cheng, Wang, Liu, & Chen, 2010). In addition, different expert groups (i.e., teachers and writers) tend to agree with each other, with correlations typically higher than $r = .80$ and often above $r = .70$ (Amabile, 1996; Baer et al., 2009; Getzels & Csíkszentmihalyi, 1976).

The relationship between expert and novice ratings of creative work is less convergent. Lee, Lee, and Young (2005) applied generalizability theory techniques to expert and novice ratings of flower designs. Their experts were professional artists who worked in flower design and their novices were undergraduate students. They found low levels of intrarater reliability among the novices. They also calculated that the variance due to raters was much lower for the experts, also indicating a higher level of agreement. Finally, Lee et al. (2005) found that product-based variance—differences between the ratings given to different products—was twice as high in experts as in novices. In other words, novices were much less likely to be able to discriminate between different types of flower designs.

Hickey (2001) conducted an extensive study of novice and expert ratings of children’s musical compositions. Her three composers did not agree with each other (and their ratings could therefore not be used), but she did get agreement for theorists, three types of teachers (instrumental, mixed, and general/choiral), and samples of 2nd- and 7th-grade children. The three types of teachers agreed with each other and with the music theorists. The two groups of children agreed with each other. However, the children’s ratings did not correlate with either the theorists’ or the teachers’ ratings.

A series of studies investigated this question by domain. Kaufman, Niu, Sexton, and Cole (2010) collected both poetry and short stories by more than 200 college students. Both samples of work were then rated by two different groups of judges: experts and novices. There were poetry experts (all accomplished in publishing, critiquing, or teaching poetry) who rated the poems and fiction experts (equally accomplished in their field) who rated the short stories. The novices were more than 100 college students (separate from those who had written the poems or stories).

The novices were not found to be comparable to the experts, although the extent of divergence related to the domain. For poetry, the correlation between the two sets of raters was just $r = .22$ (Kaufman, Baer, Cole, & Sexton, 2008). The experts’ ratings of the poems were fairly consistent, with a coefficient $\alpha$ of .83. The novices’ ratings were far less consistent. Because coefficient $\alpha$ increases with the size of the group, the authors assessed what the average intrarater reliability would have been for any randomly selected set of 10 novice raters. The intrarater reliability of groups of 10 novices was just .58. The coefficient $\alpha$ for the full group of novice raters was .94, but getting this level of intrarater agreement required 106 raters. Even with the full contingent of more than 100 novice raters and their high $\alpha$ intrarater reliability, however, the correlation between expert and novice ratings was still low. Whatever one might argue was the basis of the novices’ judgments, it was not creativity in poetry as understood by experts in the field.

The results were better for the short-story ratings (Kaufman, Baer, & Cole, 2009). The correlation between expert and novice ratings was .71. This indicates moderate levels of agreement, certainly not acceptable for any kind of high-stakes individual assessment, but possibly high enough for group comparisons in research. The experts had high levels of intrarater reliability (coefficient $\alpha$ of .92). The mean intrarater reliability of randomly selected groups of 10 novice raters was just .53, but using all 106 novice raters it reached .93. It should be noted that even the moderate level of agreement (.71) between expert and novice raters required more than 100 novices. Thus a very large number of novice raters managed to produce creativity ratings somewhat similar to experts—good enough, perhaps, for some creativity research purposes, but limiting.

Why might novices and experts disagree on creative work? Much of the work on this question has focused on visual art and emphasizes different emotional and intellectual responses. Leder, Gerger, Dressler, and Schabmann (2012) found that experts and novices have different emotional responses to art, and emotion played a bigger role for novices in their appraisal of art. Silvia (2006) compared novices to quasi-experts (people with some background and training in the arts). He found that quasi-experts were better able to understand complex pictures and, thus, also found them more interesting (Millis, 2001, found comparable results).
Locher, Smith, and Smith (2001) compared how people with and without art training viewed classic paintings. The experts (with training) saw the paintings as being more complex, varied, interesting, and distinct.

Other reasons may be found in psychophysiological work, such as Müller, Höfel, Brattico, and Jacobsen’s (2010) study of novices and expert approaches to music. They physiologically measured how experts and novices responded to music. Müller et al. (2010) found that experts and novices showed different brain responses to different types of chord progressions. Their results suggested that experts are better at perceiving music and can more easily switch between types of listening modes.

Most creativity researchers would prefer to use novices instead of experts if possible because of very practical reasons (Kaufman, 2009). Experts are hard to find, may expect payment, and may be less likely to agree to rate a large number of items. Yet the research suggests that simply using novices is not an appropriate substitute. One possible compromise might be to use quasi-experts as raters. Quasi-experts, as discussed earlier, have more experience in a domain than novices, but also lack recognized standing as experts. If an expert poet has published in many literary journals and given multiple readings, a quasi-expert might be an MFA candidate in creative writing emphasizing poetry. The studies on the use of quasi-experts are encouraging to those who want to use expert raters but are encumbered by the practical issues involved (such as expense and time).

Heckert and van Wieringen (1996) looked at expert, quasi-expert, and novice aesthetic preference. They found that the three groups tended to agree about some types of art (figurative) but not others (abstract). Indeed, expert and novice judges were far apart in how much they liked abstract paintings, with the quasi-experts in the middle. Amabile (1996) reports a series of studies looking at experts, quasi-experts, and novices; although there is often not enough information about the specific level of expertise of the raters to make sweeping conclusions (see Kaufman & Baer, 2012, for a detailed discussion), quasi-experts generally show agreement with experts. Kaufman et al. (2005) used gifted novices and experts to rate stories and poetry; they found strong (if lower) interrater reliabilities for the gifted novices, with correlations of \( r = .78 \) for poetry and \( r = .77 \) for short stories.

The purpose of the first study reported in this paper was to investigate how quasi-expert judgments of creative work compared with both novice and expert judgments. We predict that quasi-experts, regardless of their nature of expertise, will give more reliable ratings than novices \( (H_1) \). Further, these ratings will be more highly correlated with expert ratings than novice ratings \( (H_2) \). Finally, expert ratings will continue to show the highest levels of reliability \( (H_3) \).

The second study will then see how these findings transfer to another domain.

Study 1

Method

Participants. Four groups of quasi-experts were recruited for this study. The first group, creativity students, consisted of 12 advanced undergraduate and graduate students (eight women and four men) actively involved in creativity research. All 12 students had had training in creativity research, had participated in conducting experiments in creativity, and in most cases (nine of 12) had presented their research at professional conferences. Professional creativity researchers have been used as experts in past work (Baer et al., 2004), and their ratings strongly correlated with domain experts (Baer et al., 2009).

There were three other groups of quasi-experts whose quasi-expertise was based on their connection to the field of teaching. One of these groups consisted of 10 elementary education majors (all were sophomores or juniors, and all were women) who were preparing to be elementary teachers. Although not English majors, this group had at least some experience in reading and grading student papers and in the study of creativity in their educational psychology coursework. A second group of teacher quasi-experts with a somewhat greater degree of expertise included 10 junior and senior secondary education/English double majors (one man, nine women) who were preparing to be English teachers. The third group of teacher quasi-experts consisted of nine currently employed English teachers with at least two years of experience teaching English (six women, three men). Each of these quasi-expert raters received a small honorarium for their participation.

The material was taken from a past study (Kaufman, Niu, et al., 2010) and consisted of 205 short stories written by college students. The sample that generated the stories included 54 men and 151 women, with a mean age of 24.2 years \( (SD = 8.73) \).

Expert and novice ratings were taken from a past study (Kaufman et al., 2009). The expert raters from the past study were 10 professional writers (seven women, three men). Five had master of fine arts (MFA) degrees in creative writing and three others had Ph.Ds in English; all 10 had been published. Consistent with Amabile’s (1996) consensual assessment technique, they never met or discussed their ratings in any way.

Novice raters consisted of 106 college students from a California public university who participated in the study for course credit. The novice sample included 25 men and 81 women, with a mean age of 21.17 years \( (SD = 6.21) \). Like the expert raters, the novice raters worked independently.

Procedure. All raters received the same instructions for rating the short stories, as follows, modeled after past studies (Kaufman, Plucker, & Baer, 2008):

1. There were two prompts: “Execution” and “2305.” Students could choose either one and were asked to write a story with one of the two prompts as its title.
2. Please rate each story for creativity on a scale of 1–10, with 1 being least creative, 10 the most creative.
3. Please compare the stories to one another, not to some other standard. These are not stories written by students who identify themselves as writers. They were subjects in a psychology experiment.
4. Please try to use the full scale.
5. There is no need to explain or justify your ratings. Use your expert sense to judge each story for its creativity (not for spelling, punctuation, etc.—just creativity).
Data analysis. The effectiveness of different rater groups was evaluated using two methodologies. The first method evaluated the reliability of the ratings for each of the groups. Interrater reliabilities were evaluated using Cronbach’s $\alpha$. In addition, as the number of novice raters was exceedingly large (which would increase their interrater reliability), the reliabilities of random smaller samples were evaluated. Specifically, using a random number generator, 10 novices were selected at random (equal to the number of expert raters), and the interrater reliability was calculated on this sub-sample. The random sampling was repeated 100 times.

Scores from the three groups of raters were correlated to determine whether the rank order of the rated targets was similar across groups of raters, since correlations evaluate rank order and cannot be used to compare mean similarities or differences. High correlations would indicate that the raters across the different groups rated the targets (stories) in a similar fashion, without evaluating the actual ratings, only the rank order of those ratings. The same random samples were used to calculate correlations. To determine the average across the random samples, Pearson correlation coefficients ($r$) were transformed using Fisher’s $Z$, averaged, and then the average was transformed back to $r$.

Results and Discussion

Reliabilities were high across all rater groups when using the full group (experts .93; quasi-experts .97; and novices .99). When the 41 quasi-experts were broken down into the four specific subgroups, reliabilities were somewhat lower (likely due to the smaller sample sizes of 12, 10, 10, and 9) but were still high (.86 to .92). When evaluating the reliabilities for the novices using random samples of 10 novices, however, a very different picture emerged. The reliabilities ranged from .35 to .75, with an average reliability across the 100 samples of .53. These results indicate that a very large sample of novices may be as reliable as experts; however, when smaller sample sizes are used (as is the case in most creativity studies), novices are not reliable. In fact, novices perform fairly poorly. The highest interrater reliability of the novice samples that was obtained was .75, but this occurred in just one of the 100 samples.

The correlations between the rater groups are presented in Table 1. All the correlations are high, indicating some degree of overlap in the rank order of ratings. As can be seen, the correlation between experts and full group of quasi-experts was high ($r = .89$), indicating that the two groups rate in a similar fashion. The lowest correlation was seen between the experts and the 106 novices ($r = .72$). Further, when the specific subgroups of quasi-experts were examined, the relationships between expert ratings and quasi-expert ratings remained strong, especially for English teachers and creativity students. It is notable that these relationships continued to be high, despite the fact that the specific groups were smaller (about 10–12 quasi-experts, comparable to the number of experts in this study and similar to the number of judges frequently used in CAT-based research studies).

The results obtained using the 100 random samples of 10 novices provide a quite different picture. The lowest correlation between experts and novices was .22 and the highest was .76, with an average of .56. The correlation between quasi-experts and novices ranged from .32 to .85, with an average of .66. These results indicate that although experts and quasi-experts have a high degree of agreement regarding the creativity of the stories as indicated by the correlations, novices’ judgments are not similar to those of experts. The overall correlation (using the full novice sample) was still lower than quasi-experts. When smaller samples were used, the correlations between experts and novices were even lower. Taken together, this study suggests that novices are not appropriate substitutes for experts in providing creativity ratings (consistent with Kaufman et al., 2009). However, quasi-experts seem to provide similar ratings to those of experts, both in terms of reliability and rank order, and therefore can be used as substitutes for experts.

Study 2

Although quasi-experts seem to be suitable substitutes for experts in the domain of creative writing (Study 1), there is an extensive literature on how creativity differs across domains (see Kaufman & Baer, 2005). It is important to explore whether these findings would transfer to other domains. In particular, one key question is whether these results would vary in a domain that requires a different level of expertise to become accomplished.

Although most domains take 10 years of deliberate practice to become a creative expert (Simonton, 1997), Simonton (2004, 2009) argues for a hierarchy within domains based on seven dimensions ranging from citation concentration to theories-to-laws ratio. One of these key dimensions, he emphasizes, is peer-evaluation consensus. A high-consensus field would indicate that the body of knowledge within the domain is well-defined and that most experts within this domain would have such knowledge. One example given by Simonton (in press) is that, even though Albert Einstein was considered an outsider, his achievements were recognized by his peers. Simonton’s hierarchy focuses on science, with the following sciences listed from highest place in the hierarchy to lowest: physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, and sociology. Extrapolating from this, arts and humanities would be at a very low level (Simonton, 2009). This concept is also in accord with Amabile’s (1982) suggestion that the more esoteric or specialized the field, the more narrow the range of possible experts. Simonton (2009) placed the sciences higher than the arts and “hard” sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry) higher than “soft sciences (e.g., sociology, psychology). Klavans and Boyack (2009), in their mapping of the sciences, placed both physics and chemistry as being strongly tied to engineering. Indeed, the nature of the domain of engineering includes very strong consensus about what

---

Table 1

**Study-1 Correlations Between Rater Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experts</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-experts overall</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-expert English teachers</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-expert English majors</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-expert education majors</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-expert creativity students</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novices overall</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This analysis is new and more detailed than the original analysis presented in Kaufman et al., 2009.
is part of its body of knowledge. This is controlled, and codified, in two ways in countries like the United States and Australia. First, national accreditation bodies like the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) in the United States set out what knowledge is required to turn novices into (quasi) experts through the process of university education. Second, a variety of international, national and/or state-based professional bodies then certify practitioners at one or more levels of expertise. The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE), for example, defines three levels of professional systems engineer: supervised practitioner, practitioner, and expert. Entry into any one of these requires a formal assessment of the candidate's fluency (his or her level of familiarity with the domain's body of knowledge), domain-relevant education, and practical experience. This process may be contrasted with the way in which a creative writer achieves expertise. A creative writer may become proficient by formal schooling, informal mentorship, repeated practice, and the metric for being a professional writer (namely, getting published) may vary widely (Kaufman, 2002; Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). That is not to say that one is any more or less expert than the other; only that the manner in which the body of knowledge in each domain is defined is very different, and the means by which a person moves from one level (novice, quasi-expert and expert) to another is very distinctive.

The manner in which creativity is understood across the spectrum of domains may also be very different. In domains like engineering, the greater level of consensus and codification of the body of knowledge imposes constraints on creativity that may not be present in domains like creative writing. Cropley and Cropley (2005, 2008, 2010) sought to address this characteristic of creativity, relative to domains, by focusing on functional creativity. They argued that, in the practical world of engineered products, processes, systems, and services, the most important aspect of an artifact that excites admiration in the beholder is not novelty, but the product's ability to meet customer needs, that is, its effectiveness. An automobile, for example, must transport people quickly, economically and comfortably over long distances. If it fails to satisfy requirements like these, then it lacks effectiveness and thus cannot be regarded as creative, no matter how novel it is. This reflects the constraints imposed by a highly codified domain at the upper end of Simonton's spectrum. Creativity in engineering is permitted, and valued, but only in certain ways, and at certain times.

The purpose of Study 2, then, was to explore the nature of judgments of creative work by quasi-experts, in the domain of engineering, in comparison to novices and experts. Will the findings from domains such as creative writing transfer to a domain such as engineering where the boundaries between levels are thought to be greater and more sharply delineated? In Study 2 we predict that quasi-experts will give more reliable rating than novices (H1) and that these rating will be more highly correlated with experts than with novices (H2). We further predict that expert ratings will show the highest levels of reliability (H3).

**Method**

**Participants.** Three groups were recruited for this study: a small group (N = 15, all male) of Australian professional engineers, serving as experts; a larger group (N = 31, 4 females) of Australian first-year undergraduate engineering students, serving as quasi-experts; and a large group (N = 274, 34 males, 226 females, 14 did not provide gender information) of American students taking a psychology class at a California public university, who served as novices.

Two key characteristics of judges emerge as the criteria by which experts, quasi-experts, and novices are differentiated from each other in this study. Amabile (1996) notes the importance of “experience with the domain in question” (p. 41), and Stein (1974) highlights the acceptance of the product by an organized group within a domain. For the purposes of Study 2, novices were therefore selected on the basis that they possessed neither domain-relevant experience (in this case engineering) nor were they members of an organized, recognizable, domain-relevant group (either professional engineers or engineering students).

Membership of the expert group was restricted to participants who had a minimum of a bachelor of engineering (BE) degree and at least 10 years of experience as a professional engineer (satisfying the requirement for experience within the domain) and who held a professional membership (CPEng) with Engineers Australia (satisfying the requirement for membership of a domain-relevant group).

Membership of the quasi-expert group was restricted to participants who were enrolled in the first year of a BE degree. Although the quasi-experts also satisfy the two requirements: domain experience and membership of a domain-relevant group, they differ from the experts primarily by virtue of the degree of their experience. It seems reasonable to assume that first-year engineering students possess greater domain experience compared with undergraduate psychology students, but less than degree-qualified, professional engineers. The question of whether this is sufficient to distinguish quasi-experts from novices is, of course, central to the investigation.

**Procedure.** Participants were directed to a website where the measures were hosted online. Participants were presented, sequentially, with an image of one of five different mousetraps of varying designs. Images of the mousetraps were selected from Google image search to represent a diverse range of possible mousetraps. Participants were asked to rate each of the different mousetraps using the following five constructs:

- Overall creativity—the degree to which the mousetrap is creative, using your own subjective definition of creativity.
- Relevance/effectiveness—the degree to which the mousetrap fulfills the function for which it was designed.
- Novelty—the degree to which the mousetrap is original and surprising.
- Elegance—the degree to which the mousetrap is well-made, complete and Pleasing to the eye.
- Genesis—the degree to which the mousetrap opens up new perspectives and the problem.

Each item was rated using a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from very low through medium to very high) to indicate the degree to which the item applies to the given mousetrap.
**Data analysis.** In a similar fashion to Study 1, the effectiveness of the different rater groups (novice, quasi-expert and expert) was evaluated by assessing both the reliability of the ratings for each group, and the correlations between groups. Also, consistent with Study 1, the reliabilities of 100 random subgroups of 10 novices were selected to filter out the effects of group size on reliability. Table 2 shows the results for reliability. The table shows values both for overall creativity (comparable to the ratings of creative writing made in Study 1) and values for the four dimensions of a creative product, defined by Cropley and Cropley (2010) in their model of functional creativity. Table 3 presents the correlations between pairs of groups (expert + quasi-expert; quasi-expert + novice; expert + novice). In both Tables 2 and 3, results are shown for the full group of novices, as well as for random samples. Similar to Study 1, to obtain the average correlation between the novice random samples and the other two groups (experts and quasi-experts), these correlations were first transformed using Fisher’s Z, then averaged, and the value was then transformed into a correlation which was used in Table 3.

In relation to overall creativity, reliabilities for the three groups showed the same pattern as Study 1. Novices had the highest level of reliability (.98), followed closely by quasi-experts (.93). Experts had an acceptable level of reliability (.86), but lower than that of the other two groups, likely as a result of the low number of raters relative to the other two groups. Using random samples of novices, the results shifted, and the average reliability was considerably lower (.66) and now well below that of the other groups. Of particular note is the range of values of average reliability in the samples of novices. The lowest average reliability for overall creativity for the novices was close to zero (.06).

The correlations for overall creativity between experts and quasi-experts were moderate \((r = .52)\), indicating that for this task, experts and quasi-experts differ to some extent in their ratings. The correlations indicated that novices (when using the full sample) were very similar to quasi-experts \((r = .96)\). When random samples of novices were used, the range of correlations with quasi-experts was large \((r = .27 \text{ to } r = .99)\); however, the average correlation between samples of novices and quasi-experts remained high \((r = .85)\). Correlations between experts and novices were more discrepant. The correlation between novices and experts, using the full sample of novices, was low \((r = .29)\) indicating little overlap between expert and novice ratings, further, using the random samples of novices, some of the correlations were negative!

When evaluating the reliabilities for the other rating scales (see Table 2), the full sample of novices performed reliably (>.94); indeed, they typically outperformed experts and quasi-experts by a small margin. Overall, all three groups showed good interrater reliability as measured by Cronbach’s \(\alpha\). However, when random samples for novices were analyzed, as in Study 1, a different picture emerged. As with the reliability for overall creativity, the minimum value obtained for reliability for each of the scales was close to zero. Although the maximum reliability was adequate, this level of reliability was seen in only a fraction of random samples. The average reliabilities based on all 100 samples ranged from .48 to .63; most would not be considered adequate for ratings of creativity. In contrast to the reliability measures for overall creativity, a less stable picture emerges for the comparison of reliabilities between experts and quasi-experts. In two cases (elegance, novelty) the reliability of experts exceeded that of quasi-experts, whereas in the remaining two cases (genesis, relevance/effectiveness) the reliability of quasi-experts exceeded that of experts.

The correlation data for the other rating scales (see Table 3) indicate, in general, that quasi-experts provided ratings that were more similar to those of novices than those of experts. The relationships between expert ratings and those of quasi-experts and novices were, however, somewhat varied depending on the specific scale that was used. For each rating scale, experts tended to show a higher correlation with quasi-experts than with novices (concentrating on the full samples), however the magnitudes of these correlations were highly variable, ranging from .78 (experts/quasi-experts: relevance/effectiveness) and .79 (experts/novices: relevance/effectiveness) to .02 and -.16, respectively for genesis.

When the random samples of novices were used to evaluate the correlations, the range of correlations was very large, with all scales having negative correlations between novices and experts as well as quasi-experts at the minimum values. Based on these random samples of novices, all correlations between experts and quasi-experts were higher than between experts and novices. Again, these results indicated, in general, stronger similarities in ratings between the quasi-experts and novices, likely due to the large number of novices used as raters in this study; however there were some noteworthy exceptions that will be discussed below.

### Discussion

The results for Study 2 support the argument that the differences between novices, quasi-experts, and experts are larger and sharper for a more highly structured and codified domain (i.e., *hard sciences* in Simonton’s hierarchy; *Simonton, 2004, 2009*). The net effect of this is that, in contrast to Study 1, quasi-experts, as defined in this study, were poor substitutes for experts for the purpose of evaluating overall creativity. The evaluations of overall

---

**Table 2**

**Study 2 Reliabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Experts</th>
<th>Quasi-experts</th>
<th>Novices Total sample</th>
<th>Novices—random sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall creativity</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elegance</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance/effectiveness</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3  
Study-2 Correlations Between Rater Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Quasi-experts/novices</th>
<th>Experts/novices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full sample</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Creativity</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elegance</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance/Effectiveness</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

creativity of the quasi-experts in Study 2 showed a much higher correlation with the evaluations of novices (.85) than with experts (.52). It should be noted that there were substantial differences in the gender ratios of the different groups in the two studies. Given that some gender differences in creativity do exist (Baer & Kaufman, 2008), future studies should aim for more equal numbers when possible.

A somewhat more varied picture emerges for the evaluation of the four characteristics of creativity. Two of these characteristics (elegance and genesis) showed the same pattern as for overall creativity, namely, that quasi-experts were a poor substitute for experts. For genesis, in particular, the correlation between experts and both quasi-experts (.02) and novices (-.05) was, in effect, nonexistent. Conversely, one characteristic (novelty) showed a different pattern when compared with overall creativity. In this case, quasi-expert ratings correlated quite highly with those of experts (.71) and did so more strongly than with novices (.55). Novelty also showed high reliability (.90). Finally, the correlations for relevance/effectiveness showed a third variation. In this case, ratings for all three groups were moderately strong and broadly comparable (.78, .71, .65). This also suggests that quasi-experts could function as substitutes for experts (noting also a reliability of .97 for quasi-experts for this characteristic). Indeed, it suggests that all of the measured criteria, relevance/effectiveness is the only criterion where an argument can be made that novices are capable of substituting for experts, to a limited degree. These results support previous findings on the evaluation of overall creativity, are consistent with hypotheses based on Simonton’s (2004, 2009) hierarchy of domains, and provide some interesting insights into the role that expertise might play in relation to evaluating more differentiated, and domain-specific, criteria of creativity. There is widespread agreement (e.g., Kaufman, 2009) that the two key components of creativity are novelty and appropriateness to the task at hand (likely assessed by the relevance/effectiveness factor). In Study 2, it emerges that, unlike the overall construct creativity, quasi-experts may be much closer to experts in their ability to recognize what is new, original, and surprising. This finding may suggest that at least some domain knowledge (first-year engineering) is sufficient, perhaps acting in concert with a general predisposition to the domain, to form accurate judgments of novelty. Even more interesting is the fact that very little domain knowledge may be required to form a reasonable judgment of appropriateness—even those raters with no domain-specific knowledge may recognize if an artifact will do what it is supposed to do. By contrast, the criteria elegance and genesis are more sophisticated and nuanced characteristics of creativity and the results of Study 2 suggest that quasi-experts and novices are not able form judgments of these that are comparable to experts.

Overall Discussion

In summary, whereas Study 1 supports the possible use of quasi-experts as substitutes for experts in relation to the evaluation of creativity in domains that require lower levels of domain-based knowledge to acquire expertise, Study 2 suggests that the larger and sharper delineations of expertise, quasi-expertise, and the absence of expertise found at the higher end of the hierarchy of domains preclude the use of quasi-experts as substitutes for experts in the evaluation of creativity. However, when creativity is broken down into more highly differentiated components, i.e., novelty, relevance and effectiveness, and elegance and genesis, a more complex picture emerges. It appears that the core criteria defining creativity (novelty and appropriateness), may be more independent of the level of expertise of the observer, whereas more sophisticated (and domain-dependent) criteria, such as elegance and genesis, remain strongly linked to the level of expertise of the observer.

Future research might investigate both the transferability of the latter finding back to other domains, such as creative writing. Many studies have had experts (Amabile, 1996; Müller et al., 2010) and novices (Rawlings, Barrantes-Vidal, & Furnham, 2000; Turner & Silvia, 2006) rate nuanced aspects of artistic work, from emotional response to technical quality. Amabile (1996), for example, asked experts to rate artistic work on such dimensions as novel use of materials, variation in shapes, symmetry, representationalism, silliness, detail, and evidence of effort and planning.

Another area for future work might be to investigate the role that different levels of quasi-expertise might play. In other words, is there a specific range of knowledge that is needed to serve as a proxy for an expert rater? Does this amount of knowledge vary by domain? Some of this work has been done on how people evaluate their own work. Silvia (2008) asked people to pick their best responses to a divergent thinking task and then examined if the chosen responses were the same as the responses chosen by outside raters. Silvia found that people were able to discern their more creative responses reasonably well; in addition, people more open to experience were more likely to choose accurately. At the Big-C end of the spectrum, Kozbelt’s (2007) analysis of Beethoven’s self-critiques found that the great composer was a reasonably accurate rater of his own work.

Finally, it would be interesting to see how differing familiarity with creativity scholarship impacts ratings. Although one of the
core tenets of the consensual assessment technique has been to not provide training (Kaufman et al., 2008), this question should still be explored. Dollinger and Shafran (2005) trained novice judges on aesthetic judgment by showing them drawings from an entirely different study and the ratings that these drawings had received from a panel of expert judges. They then compared the trained novice ratings and expert ratings, and found the novices had strong reliability and generally agreed with the experts. The question of whether such training could be done online (thereby using less resources) and how much training is needed to increase novice or quasi-expert judgments has yet to be answered.

Conclusion

On a practical level, expense of getting expert raters to look at creative work has largely limited the consensual assessment technique to research use. Finding a happy medium might encourage more work with this technique, which allows a domain-specific perspective on creativity. On a theoretical level, exploring the question of how differing levels of expertise leads to similar or divergent perceptions of creative work can yield insight into many aspects of cognition.

This study compared novice, quasi-expert, and expert ratings of creativity in two domains, creative writing (short stories) and engineering (product design). Novices, consistent with extensive past work (e.g., Kaufman & Baer, 2012) only showed acceptable levels of reliability and expert agreement when used in excessively large numbers. When the level of analysis was lowered to groups of 10, reliability and agreement was drastically reduced. The utility of quasi-experts varied by domain. For creative writing, quasi-experts showed strong reliability and expert agreement; in engineering, the results were inconsistent and generally did not support the use of quasi-experts as raters.
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